What Our Parents Have to Say

“Our son joined Central Catholic his sophomore year, and we could not be happier! He has been provided academic rigor, staff support and encouragement, an environment that highly values his growth into a responsible and self-confident young man, and encouragement to build upon his faith in Christ. He has become involved in multiple school activities and has gained a great group of friends! Go Saints!”

-Rob & Dawn Sheppelman

“Many people say that a modern Catholic education costs a fortune. My response to them is that a fortune may have been asked of me, but I sent Central Catholic my treasure. I sent every one of my children. There is nothing more valuable to me.”

- John and Kathy Wieland

“Having just sent our oldest daughter to college this past year, it has been so rewarding to see how Central Catholic has prepared her academically for the next level. There have been a number of times she has mentioned how what she learned in a certain class or the way a teacher taught helped her in one of her classes at college.”

- Chris & Ann Godsey

“We explored Central Catholic in hopes of finding a smaller school environment for our boys to attend high school. As we learned more and more, it became apparent the high level of academic standards at CCHS and the quality education provided by the teachers. Our expectations in the first semester alone have been surpassed, and we have seen our son do more in school than the past three years combined. The engagement with the teachers in each one of his courses is apparent and he has been challenged regularly.”

- John & Beth Carter

“Central Catholic is one of the best decisions that we made for our children! The faculty and staff foster a safe and caring environment and are committed to the students being successful not only in the classroom but in their faith as well.”

- Billy & Kim Adelman

“My daughter transferred to Corpus Christi for her 7th grade year from a local public school. She was very far behind and I was worried about her entering high school; but for the first time in her life she has straight A’s. She’s engaged and is beyond motivated to get A’s on everything. Amazing teachers make a huge difference.”

- Kathy Groves

“Choosing Central Catholic is one of the best decisions our family has made. The summer sports camps set the tone that Central Catholic is a special place. The experienced faculty and family atmosphere has given us the feeling our son will be very prepared for life after high school.”

- Kurt & Ronda Hoeferle

“CCHS is devoted to helping our children grow in faith and challenges them to excel in their studies and to be a responsible citizen. My daughter grew up in Catholic school and with assistance from CCHS, I was able to continue to give her a quality education. God Bless all of the hard working teachers and staff for always being ready to assist with a smile.”

- Lynn Warren

“We chose CCHS as we were looking for a refreshing change from the public High Schools. We found a sense of community within CCHS. Having a Faith based high school has been a refreshing journey for our kids.”

- Chad & Trisha Tattini